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54 ABOUTABOUT

Founded in Denmark in 1999 by
Normann Copenhagen is an international

traditions. Our continuously expanding
lighting and home accessories is defined

crafted with an emphasis

Since Normann Copenhagen’s foundation, 
conventional thinking and make the ordinary

By combining the craftsmanship, functio
our Danish design heritage with modern

we aim to create original products in a
the test

 
We believe in uniting people and spaces

quality of people’s lives through
Our products combine functionality and

of needs of modern life in residential
We aspire to increasingly contribute to

connect people by becoming one

Jan Andersen and Poul Madsen,
design brand rooted in Danish design
collection encompassing furniture,
by clean lines with a playful twist and
on quality and durability.

our ambition has been to challenge
extraordinary through great design.  
nality and endurance characterized by
silhouettes and durable materials,
contemporary design that withstand
of time.

across the world and improving the
the power of great design.
design and accommodate the diversity
and professional interiors alike. 
the making of meaningful spaces that
of the global leaders in design.



Swell Armchair in various textiles
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At Normann Copenhagen, we believe in products that 
can last a lifetime. Long-lasting designs and durable 
products can contribute to improving the quality of 
human life, while representing a more sustainable way 
of consumption. We acknowledge our position as a  
leading design company and thus our role in helping 
create a more sustainable industry. We’re not perfect, 
but we constantly strive to employ conscious practices 
throughout our business activities and posi- 
tively impact those engaged with our business.

Bit Stool Black Multi
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RESPONSIBLE DESIGN 

We believe that longevity and durability is at 
the core of sustainable design. By creating 
high quality products, we invite people 
from all over the world to bring the world 
famous Scandinavian design heritage and 
craftsmanship into their lives. Our products 
are made to last – whether they adorn grand 
hotels, cozy cafés or family homes.

SOURCING RESPONSIBLE 
MATERIALS

When developing a new design, our skilled 
team of in-house designers and engineers 
challenge existing ways of production and 
utility of materials in order to create products 
that are manufactured in the most responsible 
way. A large part of the design process 
consists of reflecting on materials, their quality, 
durability, origin, environmental impact and 
life cycle. Our sourcing team works hard to 
select the best materials from the best-in-class 
suppliers, and continuously strives to optimize 
our use of materials in order to minimize our 
environmental impact on our surroundings. We 
constantly seek new ways to introduce circular 
materials in our production.

Timb Chair in Tan with upholstery

MADE WITH CARE

Herit Chair during production

CONSCIOUSLY COOPERATING

We strive to produce the majority of our products in the regions they are sold. Producing locally 
is crucial to reducing emissions and waste generated by global transportation.  
Normann Copenhagen operates in two main regions: The European Union and the Asia- 
Pacific region. We have similar production facilities as well as local supply chains and distri- 
bution in these regions, reducing unnecessary transportation from one country to another,  
reducing our carbon footprint significantly, while supporting local craftsmanship and its 
workforce. 
  Our in-house design and product development team have spent years establishing 
close relationships with carefully selected suppliers. Over the years, we have built long-term  
relationships and established a dialogue based on trust and a shared responsibility. We regard 
our mission to become more sustainable as a collective responsibility between us and our 
suppliers. Together, we are working towards a more sustainable industry, striving to optimize our 
operations to become more responsible.

MADE WITH CARE
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RESPONSIBLE PACKAGING

We’re committed to ensuring that all our products are wrapped in responsible packaging that is 
safe for the product as well as the environment. We want to make sure your new Normann  
Copenhagen products arrive safely while also taking the environmental impact of our packaging 
into consideration. Therefore, the majority of our packaging is made from recycled materials and 
can be repurposed or recycled after use.

HEALTH, QUALITY AND SAFETY GUARANTEES

We are committed to ensuring that our products live up to our high quality standards. Through 
large scale test phases and certifications, we continuously improve and adjust our products 
before introducing them to the market. This is your guarantee that our products comply with 
the highest standards in quality and emission testing as well as load capacity. The EN strength 
and stability testing is the official European Standard testing that specifies requirements for the 
stability, strength and durability of all types of seating for adults, while the ANSI/BIFMA is the 
North American equivalent to the EN tests. During the testing, loads, forces and velocities are 
applied to the chairs, stimulating the normal functional use as well as misuse that might be  
expected to occur. These tests are your guarantee that our furniture is safe and durable.

Indoor air quality is highly important to your health and well-being, and we are committed to 
setting high standards for our furniture’s part in creating healthy indoor environments. We test 
furniture emissions to ensure that our furniture contributes with a good air quality in indoor 
environments. These tests reveal that not only does our furniture comply with the standards set 
forth by the World Health Organization, the detected emissions are significantly lower than the 
recommendations. This is your guarantee that our furniture is a safe choice for a healthy indoor 
air environment. Discover all test reports in our online media bank. 

Pad Lounge Chair Swivel Bit Stool Stack in White/WhitePhoto: Sørensen Leather

12 MADE WITH CAREMADE WITH CARE
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POLLI RUG
Polli Rug is made from 100% recycled post-consumer PET yarn. The plastic waste is pre-processed 

into short textile fibers, which are spun into a fine yarn and woven into soft, ultra-durable Polli Rugs.
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ALLEZ CHAIRS
We are  working on minimizing the unnecessary waste from our own production sites. Scrapped material from the  

production of our Allez Chairs is granulated, painted black and reused for the black version of the chair.

HERIT CHAIRS
The Herit Chairs’ polypropylene elements are made with 30% recycled 

post-industrial polypropylene. By using the excess material from our own 

production, we’re able to ensure a minimum amount of waste.

MADE WITH CAREMADE WITH CARE
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KATEGORIDINING CHAIRS 
& BARSTOOLS

FORM
HYG

ALLEZ
HERIT
TIMB
JUST
KNOT

MY CHAIR
STUDIO

ACE
CIRCA
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Gendam, officiis dolorib ernaturepera plaut a 
rumqui ut fugitatem et am et, sincipsandit labo. 

Form Chair in Black with Black steel legsForm Bar Chair 75 cm with Red steel legs and full upholstery

Form Chair in various combinations

The Form Chair is an uncompromising  
design that combines a strong design idiom 
with comfortable curves and an innovative 
indsutrial technique. The sleek mounting  
solution developed especially for the Form 
Chair creates a natural integration between 
seat and base, making it possible to customize 
the chair with different types of bases to  
accommodate different settings. 

FORM

FORM
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Gendam, officiis dolorib ernaturepera plaut a 
rumqui ut fugitatem et am et, sincipsandit labo. 

Form is a contemporary shell chair made of 
molded plastic. The chair comes with or with-
out armrests, as a barstool in two different 
heights, with different types of swivel bases 
and as a stacking chair. 
  The shells are all created of the 
highest quality recyclable polypropylene and 
have been molded using one single injection. 
That way you achieve an extremely strong 
construction with the finest and clearest sur-
face possible. The wooden bases are assem-
bled and sanded by hand after they are cut. 
The steel legs are produced in thick and strong 
steel pipe. The base is welded together by 
hand, making the use of screws unnecessary 
and the construction more durable.
  Since the initial idea, it took 3 
years to develop the Form series. During the 
process angles have been corrected, curves 
have been adjusted, colors have been tweaked 
and more than 20 prototypes with various an-
gles and material thicknesses have been tested 
to find the right solutions and achieve the best 
comfort possible. The result is an uncom 
promising design, which blends craftsmanship 
with design history.
  The molded shell is based on well 
thought out curves, which follow the body 
and ensure optimal sitting comfort. For exam-
ple, the seat is wider to accommodate various 
body types. It also gives you room to change 
your position, so you sit comfortably for a  
longer period of time. 
  The goal was also to create a 
flexible design that could be adapted to count-
less types of bases, including the ones that 
will emerge in the future. The easiest and most 
common way to achieve this is by making 
several holes underneath the shell to fit the 
different bases. Form on the other hand, has 
raised the bar and prioritized exclusive and 
well-executed details. The connection princi-
ple developed especially for the Form Chair 
makes it possible to mount different types of 
bases in the same holes. As a result, Form is a 
homogenous and aesthetic design, and can be 
customized from more than 100.000 possible 
combinations of models, colors, textiles and 
bases, offering a wealth of opportunities for 
creative expression.

FORM

Form Chair Stacking in Black, Grey and White

Form Armchair in Grey with oak legs

FORM



Gendam, officiis dolorib ernaturepera plaut a 
rumqui ut fugitatem et am et, sincipsandit labo. 

Form Chair in Grey with oak legs
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Form Chair with Black steel legs and full upholstery

FORM

Form Bar Armchair 65 cm with Grey steel legs and full upholstery
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Inspired by the Danish concept of hygge, 
designer Simon Legald has created a contem-
porary multipurpose chair series that performs 
as impeccably in comfort and endurance, as 
it does in adding warmth and ambiance to the 
interior. With its welcoming expression and 
resilient construction, the Hyg Chair and  
Barstool are ideal for a wide range of spaces.  

Hyg Chair with Black steel legs and full upholstery

HYG

Hyg Barstool 75 cm with Black oak legs and full upholstery
Hyg Chair in Black with Black oak legs



2928 HYG

Hyg Barstool in various combinations Hyg Comfort Chair with oak legs Hyg Comfort Chair with Black steel legs

HYG
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Allez Chair in Black, White and Park Green

A new generation of café chairs, Allez is a  
design without compromise. Designed to adapt 
to numerous uses and created with sustainability 
at its core, Allez is a versatile chair for both  
indoor and outdoor use. 

ALLEZ

ALLEZ

The different components for Allez Chair

Inspired by French bistro culture, Allez gives a 
contemporary look and feel to the traditional 
café chair’s soft idiom and constructive strength 
in terms of design, functionality and sustain- 
ability. The result is a flexible design that still 
nods to a bygone era but has now been adap- 
ted to suit even more environments and user 
scenarios. Allez has a light and airy look, and the 
design idiom draws on recognizability. The de-
signer’s signature principle of an honest design 
suited for modern needs is clearly evident in the 
shape of the Allez chair. Designer Simon Legald  
explains:
  ”Most chairs are based on a con-
struction consisting of a type of shell and a 
frame. By breaking up the chair into compo-
nents, it can be shaped and adapted to suit 
different environments. The construction was a 
key motivation in the design and is what makes 
Allez so innovative and unique.”
                   The Allez Chair’s components are 
available in several variants, allowing the cus-
tomers to put together a design to suit their 
personal style and needs. The discreet  
dimensions make the chair easy to push under 
a table, while the design fits in just as easily in 
a small home as in dining areas with multiple 
seating. For the outdoor life on terraces, side-
walk cafés or parks, the chair seat is available 
in solid-cast polyamide, where a discreet cut 
leads away water. For increased comfort, the 
chair is available to order with color-coordinat-
ed seat upholstery in quality fabrics from Cami-
ra and Sørensen Leather, and also comes with 
OEKO-TEX-certified outdoor upholstery from 
Sunbrella. Furthermore, the seat is available in 
molded weave to add a little extra French bis-
tro charm to a restaurant or home balcony. To 
add warmth and contrast to the frame, the chair 
legs are available in oak, which is particularly 
suitable for dining rooms or indoor seating areas 
in restaurants. Allez is available in five timeless 
tones, each reflecting the stark and beautiful 
Nordic nature. A balanced and neutral color pal-
ette of park green, grey and warm grey, as well 
as black and white, allows the design to humbly 
fit into larger contexts and outdoor environ-
ments. The color scale supports the desire for a 
design that will stay relevant for many genera-
tions to come.



Allez Chair in various combinations
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Allez Chair in Grey with seat upholstery

ALLEZ

Allez Chair in Warm Grey with oak legs and seat upholstery
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Gendam, officiis dolorib ernaturepera plaut a 
rumqui ut fugitatem et am et, sincipsandit labo. 

Herit Armchair in Sand with oak legs and upholstery

Herit Chair in various combinations

Danish design traditions have left a clear mark 
on the Herit Chair, which is short for heritage. 
The series came to life from a desire to  
design a versatile and strong chair that unites 
the different eras of Danish design. Oak and 
polypropylene merge in tactful synergy to  
create a hard-wearing, maintenance- friendly 
and accessible design crafted for modern life.

Herit Armchair in Dusty Green with smoked oak legs and upholstery

HERIT

HERIT
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Herit Armchair in Black
Herit Chair in Black with upholstery

HERIT

Herit Chair in Black with upholstery

HERIT
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Gendam, officiis dolorib ernaturepera plaut a 
rumqui ut fugitatem et am et, sincipsandit labo. 

40

Gendam, officiis dolorib ernaturepera plaut a 
rumqui ut fugitatem et am et, sincipsandit labo. 

Timb Chair in various combinations

TIMB

Timb Armchair in Tan

Timb is the fundamental essence of a chair 
whose clean and humble design emerges from 
its function. The name Timb derives from an 
appreciation of the material of which the chair is 
made. The high quality craftsmanship is visible 
from all angles, highlighting the simple and 
honest design language and making Timb an 
excellent choice not just for the home but for 
cafés, restaurants, cafeterias and educational 
institutions as well. A wooden chair for all.

TIMB
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Timb Armchair in Tan

TIMB

Timb Armchair in Tan with upholstery
Timb Chair in Tan

Timb Chair in Black with upholstery
Timb Armchair in Black with upholstery
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Just Barstool w. back 75 cm with Black steel legs and upholstery

JUST

JUST

Just Barstool 65 cm with Black steel legs and upholstery
Just Barstool w. back 75 cm with Black steel legs and upholstery

JUST

THE ESSENCE OF  
A CHAIR
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Just Chair in Black oakJust Chair with chrome legs and upholstery

JUST JUST



Contrasting colors, bold brights, subtle 
shades, pretty pastels or tone-in-tones. 

We seek to inspire creativity, personality 
and atmosphere with our take on colors.









Our collections are defined by clean lines 
with a twist. 

For color connaisseurs and minimalist 
minds alike, the use of color add a  
dynamic expression to any interior.



5958 KNOT

Knot Chair in Black/Nature

CLASSIC MATERIALS 
MEET MODERN  

AESTHETICS

KNOT

KNOT

Knot Chair in Black/Nature
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Gendam, officiis dolorib ernaturepera plaut a 
rumqui ut fugitatem et am et, sincipsandit labo. 

My Chair with chrome legs and full upholstery

My Chair in oak

MY CHAIR

Effortless and timeless, My Chair is the  
essence of a modern classic: A minimalistic 
chair in molded veneer that moves gently  
with the body. My Chair’s curved waist and 
rounded corners counterbalance the stringent 
design of the chair and give it a warm and  
welcoming expression. 

MY CHAIR
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Studio Chair in various combinations

A design that attracts attention, but glows with 
pure simplicity. There is something virtually 
graphic about the way the slender steel frame 
grows out below the seat and back of the 
Studio Chair, framing the molded shell in an 
airy design. The flowing lines stand out in an 
eye-catching silhouette, like a line drawing or 
pictogram, just as the empty spaces between 
the frame and the back act to define the 
shape. 

STUDIO

Studio Bar Chair 65 cm in oak
Studio Bar Armchair 75 cm in oak with upholstery

Studio Armchair in oak with front upholstery
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Studio Chair with full upholstery

STUDIO

Studio Chair with full upholstery

STUDIO
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ACE

Ace Bar Chair 75 cm 

Ace is dinstinguished by its friendly, organic 
lines in a design of timeless elegance.  
With their high backrest and luxurious  
upholstery, the Ace Chair and Bar Chair offer 
unparalleled comfort to sit for hours on end. 
Its rounded contours emphasize the inviting 
volume of the full upholstery, framed elegantly 
by the piping around the seat and back and 
counterbalanced by its sturdy, metal base. 

Ace Chair
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Gendam, officiis dolorib ernaturepera plaut a 
rumqui ut fugitatem et am et, sincipsandit labo. 

Gendam, officiis dolorib ernaturepera plaut a 
rumqui ut fugitatem et am et, sincipsandit labo. 

Circa Stool in various combinations

CIRCA

Circa Barstool 65 cm with upholstery

Circles are a recurring element in the 
design of the Circa Stool series. The use of 
repetition ensures a harmonious and well-
balanced expression in the design. With its 
contemporary and utilitarian look, the Circa 
Stool series accommodates modern interiors’ 
demand for simplicity and functionality and 
offers the ideal solution for minimalistic stool 
seating in residential and commercial spaces.

CIRCA
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Circa Stool 45 cm with upholstery

CIRCA

Circa Barstool 65 cm with Black oak seat Circa Barstool 75 cm with oak seat

CIRCA
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KATEGORISWIVEL CHAIRS

FORM
HYG
OFF
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Gendam, officiis dolorib ernaturepera plaut a 
rumqui ut fugitatem et am et, sincipsandit labo. 

Form Armchair Swivel with four aluminum legs and full upholstery

Form Chair Swivel with four Black aluminum legs and full upholstery Form Chair Swivel with aluminum legs, four wheels and full upholstery

Designed specifically to be able to evolve into 
new, visionary variations, the Form Chair is 
also available with a range different of swivel 
bases, offering the comfortable freedom of 
movement and making the chair eminently 
suitable for places like home offices, confe- 
rence rooms and restaurants. With a diversity 
of possibilities, Form Chair Swivel can be  
customized to fit seamlessly into any setting. 

FORM

FORM
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Hyg Chair Swivel with Black aluminum legs, five wheels and full upholstery

HYG MOBILITY INFUSED 
WITH “HYGGE”

HYG

Hyg Comfort Chair with four aluminum legs
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Gendam, officiis dolorib ernaturepera plaut a 
rumqui ut fugitatem et am et, sincipsandit labo. 

OFF CHAIR

OFF CHAIR

Off Chair Low with cushion

OFF CHAIR

UNITING COMFORT, 
FUNCTIONALITY AND 

AESTHETICS

Off Armchair Low Swivel with aluminum legs, five wheels and cushion
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Off Armchair Low Swivel with aluminum legs, five wheels and cushion

Off Chair is crafted with a specific focus on catering to the need for 
aesthetic office environments while providing a highly functional and 
versatile task chair with a meticulous attention to detail and comfort. 
Off Chair provides all the classic functions of a task chair with essential 
technical elements such as gas lift and tilt functions beautifully inte-
grated into the construction of the chair. The design offers immediate 
comfort, providing the ideal conditions for a good working posture 
throughout the day. Equally suitable for home offices and corporate 
workplaces, Off Chair is designed for environments where high sitting 
comfort, functionality and an aesthetic design are of great importance. 
  With specific attention to creating a timeless design, Off 
Chair’s design idiom applies uncomplicated, straightforward silhou-
ettes for a classic, ever-relevant design. Off Chair obtains its minimal-
ist expression through its rectangular, yet slightly rounded frame. Soft 
upholstery complements the cool shine of the aluminum, presenting a 
contrasting, tactile expression. The high back is crafted with attention 
to providing optimal support for many hours by the desk and can be 
selected in either low or high versions for additional support. 

OFF CHAIR

The legs and armrests come in polished aluminum or black powder- 
coated aluminum, and the base is available as either a four- star fixed 
based or five wheels for extra mobility. The five wheel base offers the 
additional mobility of tilt and gas lift functions, providing extra flexi- 
bility. A subtle cover discreetly integrates the mechanical components 
beneath the seat – an innovative solution designed to expertly incor-
porate the technical components into the design. A small lever  
handle enables the tilt function to be either locked in a static position 
or unlocked for unrestricted tilt movement. Off is available with option-
al cushioned pads, which, in addition to their aesthetic appeal, serve to 
provide the design with further comfort. The seat and backrest come 
in either high or low in a wide selection of various fabrics and leathers, 
providing an array of color choices for personal customization. 
The possibility of choosing a chair with or without armrests allows for 
tailoring it to any specific need, taste or setting.
  The versatile chair serves to unite form and function in a time-
less design while catering to the needs of modern office spaces in resi-
dential, commercial and corporate settings.



Gendam, officiis dolorib ernaturepera plaut a 
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rumqui ut fugitatem et am et, sincipsandit labo. Off Chair in various combinations
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Off Armchair Low Swivel with aluminum legs, five wheels and cushion

OFF CHAIR

Off Armchair Low Swivel with aluminum legs, five wheels and cushion

OFF CHAIR
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KATEGORILOUNGE DRAPE
HYG
ERA
PAD
ACE

MY CHAIR
TIMB
ARK

SWELL
SUM



DRAPE

Drape Lounge Chair Low with oak legs

WELL-BALANCED AND 
UNCOMPROMISING 

COMFORT

88 DRAPE

Drape Lounge Chair presents an uncompromosing design, in which 
comfort and aesthetics go hand in hand. Distinguished by its organic 
design language, the comfortable seat is elegantly draped around the 
base of the chair, offering visual balance and unparalleled comfort. 
A celebration of the minimalist lines and sublime craftsmanship, 
Drape is a modern lounge chair with visible references to the tradi-
tions of its Danish design heritage. Soft, rounded curves make Drape 
visually appealing while highlighting the extensive comfort of the 
chair. The characteristic draped shape serves more than just an aes-
thetic purpose: The wide armrests support countless different seating 
positions, providing the conditions for a comfortable lounging experi-
ence for hours on end. 
  Drape’s organic disposition is balanced by a slender, utili-
tarian base. Elegantly elevated around the base, the shell gradually 
evolves into armrests as a natural extension of the backrest. To ac-
comodate the many preferences and settings of modern life, the 
versatile lounge chair is available in several different versions. Drape 
Lounge Chair High offers a higher backrest with an optional head-
rest for additional support. Crafted from long-lasting materials, the 
legs are made from either powder-coated steel or solid oak, while 
the shell itself is formed in rigid PU foam with a steel reinforcement 
structure inside. For the cushions, soft PU foam ensures additional 
comfort.
  Available to tailor to any preference or setting, Drape can 
be upholstered in an extensive selection of textiles and leathers from 
Kvadrat, Camira and Sørensen Leather, each offering a broad spec-
trum of colors and nuances to choose between. As an added deco-
rative detail, Drape can be customized with contrasting textiles and 
leathers for the piping and cushion upholstery.
  Designed to last, the durable materials and timeless expres-
sion makes Drape a relevant furniture piece for many years to come. 
Crafted with a specific focus on creating a chair that would fit seam-
lessly into any lounge setting, the aesthetic lounge chair is perfect 
for lobbies and receptions as well as living rooms and cozy reading 
nooks. In total, Drape is a contemporary lounge chair with a soft, en-
veloping appeal expressed through its classic and timeless silhouette. 

89DRAPE
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Drape Lounge Chair Low with Black steel legs

DRAPE

Drape Lounge Chair High with oak legs and headrest 

DRAPE



Drape Chair in various combinations
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HYG

Hyg Lounge Chair Low Swivel with Black aluminum legs

Taking its name from the Danish concept of 
“hygge”, which means security, warmth and 
coziness, the Hyg Lounge series embraces 
precisely that. The welcoming design offers 
immediate comfort, and is characterized by 
organic shapes and a timeless, sophisticated 
expression.

Hyg Lounge Chair Low with oak legs 
Hyg Footstool with oak legs
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Hyg Lounge Chair High with aluminum swivel legs

HYG TITEL

Hyg Sofa with oak legs
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Hyg Lounge Chair High

HYG

Hyg Lounge Chair High with oak legs

HYG
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ERA A CONTEMPORARY 
CLASSIC DESIGNED 

TO TRANSCEND  
GENERATIONS

Era Lounge Chair Low with oak legs

101ERA

Era Lounge Chair High with Black aluminum swivel legs
Era Footstool with Black aluminum legs
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Era Lounge Chair Low with chrome legs

ERA

Era Sofa with Black steel legs

ERA
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Pad Lounge Chair High with aluminum swivel legs

Pad Lounge Armchair High with aluminum swivel legs

The Pad Lounge Chair series attains its special 
character from the combinations of materials, 
tactility and shape. Molded shells in oak  
veneer stand in contrast to a soft padded front 
while a metal frame adds strength and airiness. 
In full, a balanced design which captures the 
comfortable and the streamlined, the classic 
and the foresighted. 

PAD

PAD



Gendam, officiis dolorib ernaturepera plaut a 
rumqui ut fugitatem et am et, sincipsandit labo. Pad Lounge Chairs in various combinations



Pad Lounge Chair High with Black steel legs 
Pad Lounge Chair Low with Grey steel legs
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The Ace Lounge collection is characterized 
by its simple yet refined design. Crafted for 
settings with limited space yet with an affinity 
for quality and aesthetics, Ace offers maximum 
comfort in condensed form. Rounded 
contours emphasize the inviting volume of 
the full upholstery, which stand in contrast to 
the chair’s minimalistic silhouette, elegantly 
balancing the refined and the relaxed. 

ACE

Ace Lounge Chair with Black metallic steel legs

Ace Lounge Chair with oak legs



113112 ACE

Ace Sofa with oak legs

ACE

Ace Footstool with brass legs
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MY CHAIR

MY CHAIR

My Chair Lounge in oak with front upholstery

CLASSIC DESIGN 
PRINCIPLES WITH A 

CONTEMPORARY FEEL 

MY CHAIR

My Chair Lounge in oak 
My Chair Lounge in oak with front upholstery
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Timb Lounge Chair in various combinations

TIMB AN HONEST DESIGN 
WITH A LOGICAL 
CONSTRUCTION

TIMB

Timb Lounge Chair in Tan with upholstery

TIMB
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The design of the Ark Armchair elegantly unites 
the clean lines characteristic of Danish design 
heritage with a soft, visual expression.  
The comfortable cushions and subtle arches are 
are as pleasing to the body as to the eye.

ARK

ARK

Ark Armchair
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Ark Armchair

ARK ARK
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Swell Armchair

SWELL

Swell Armchair

Swell is a minimalistic furniture collection  
with a playful, light-hearted feel designed  
by the Swedish designer Jonas Wagell.  
The Scandinavian simplicity of the design is 
accentuated by a stringent design without 
unnecessary details. In spite of this, Swell 
oozes character and personality and its soft, 
curved shapes make it both inviting and 
provides an impeccable seating comfort.

SWELL
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Swell Armchair

SWELL

Swell Armchair in various textiles
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SUM

Sum Armchair with aluminum legs

Sum Armchair is characterized by its slender 
frame and elegant expression. Slim, angled 
legs lift the sophistacted lounge chair from the 
floor in a delicate counterpoint to the generous 
contours of the back and armrest, offering 
sophisticated aesthetics and exquisite comfort 
in equal measure. Sum Armchair with Black aluminum legs
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Ark Modular Sofa 3 seater

Ark Modular Sofa 3 seater

Subtle arches, plump cushions and an airy  
base are all dominant features of the new Ark 
Modular Sofa. The design plays with curves and 
volume, making Ark appear almost as a sofa 
built solely from cushions and alluding to its soft, 
welcoming expression.

ARK

ARK

Ark Modular Sofa is a marriage of unparalleled-
comfort, modular flexibility and contemporary 
elegance. The sofa comes in several different 
modules, including a one-seater armchair, all 
elevated by their minimalist yet organic lines, 
giving the design a distinctly soft apperance. 
Designed for modern spaces where flexibility 
and timelessness are in high demand, Ark’s 
modularity combined with its long-lasting 
materials and expression accomodate exactly 
that. 
  A recurring element in the de-
sign, Ark gets its name from the Danish word 
for arches. The sofa radiates relaxation and 
comfort, its construction seemingly divided 
into smaller, pillowed sections. Each section 
is distinguished by the subdued crescents of 
the cushions which, besides their soft visual 
expression, gesticulate at the equally soft 
seating comfort. This volumnious composition 
contributes to Ark’s embracing appeal, while 
the simultaneously simplistic design draws on 
references from the classic minimalism char-
acterized by Danish design. The slight space 
between the seat and floor lends airiness to the 
design, while also presenting a practical advan-
tage, providing access for easy cleaning below 
the sofa. Designer Simon Legald elaborates:
  “The goal was to design a sofa that 
was practical, comfortable and flexible while 
still adhering to a light, simplistic idiom.”
The flexibility of Ark is emphasized in its modu-
lar construction comprising four different mod-
ular units. Providing the possibility to choose 
between two end modules, a center module, 
a corner module or a one-seater, Ark can be 
customized to any need or space. A wide range 
of high- quality upholstery options offer further 
possibilities for personal expression. 
Ark is built using a spring system and a combi-
nation of high-density foam, low-density foam 
and wadding, providing maximum comfort.  
The frame rests on slender legs made from 
powder-coated steel, elegantly lifting the sofa 
from the ground, making the design appear 
airy and light. 
  Ark’s embracing silhouette and 
sophisticated expression makes it an obvious 
choice for furnishings in residential and com-
mercial settings alike.

ARK



Ark Modular Sofa
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Ark Modular Sofa 2 seater

ARK

Ark Modular Sofa in various combinations

ARK
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ROPE

ROPE

Rope Modular Sofa

ROPE

MINIMALIST MODULES 
WITH A FLAIR FOR DETAILS
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Rope Modular Sofa with three modules Rope Modular Sofa with five modules and pouf

Rope is a stringent modular sofa with clean lines and softly rounded 
corners. The simplistic design puts an emphasis on flexibility and 
comfort, and combines traditional upholstery techniques with a 
timeless expression. Rope combines minimalistic features with a 
deep, spacious seat and an understated, elegant backrest. Designed 
to accommodate the need for ultra comfortable lounge furniture, 
Rope prompts you to relax and stretch out for hours on end, without  
compromising on the aesthetic appeal. 
  Simultaneously timeless and contemporary, Rope draws  
references from the classic lounge furniture of its Danish design  
heritage, while accommodating the many needs of present-day life. 
Inspired by the timeless details of classic design, Rope is adorned 
with a distinctive piping that elegantly frames the edges throughout 
the sofa, while the flexibility of the modular construction embraces 
the diversity of needs of modern lounge environments. 

ROPE ROPE

The Rope Modular Sofa’s composition is constructed with pocket 
springs and foam for unparalleled comfort. The designer,  
Hans Hornemann, elaborates: 
  ”In order to achieve the highest levels of comfort, we have 
built the sofa with pocket springs and foam. The foam ensures soft 
seating that shapes itself according to body contours. The pocket 
springs, which are most often used in beds, provide durability and 
support that feels more alive, because you don’t sink too far in.”
  Available with a variety of different modules ranging from 
narrow to wide, with and without armrests, with a chaise longue and 
without, Rope can truly be customized to suit both the grandest of 
hotel lobbies and the smallest apartments of urban life. The versatile 
sofa collection comprises precisely 14 different modules and can be 
tailored to any setting with hundreds of textiles, leathers and colors to 
choose between. 
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Sum Modular Sofa with Black aluminum legs

SUM

Sum Modular Sofa with aluminum legs

Sum is a well-proportioned modular sofa  
design that stands as the epitome of 
contemporary elegance. The design is 
stringent and focused, but invitingly open 
in character. Elegant and resolute, the sofa 
spreads out its armrests and invites you into its 
soft and homely embrace.
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Sum Modular Sofa with Black aluminum legs




